
♦ “Oozes positivity which rubs off on  
       others” 

♦ “I admire your knowledge base and your 
ability to put this in to practice“ 

♦ “You have a knack of being able to help others 
‘see the wood for the trees’ “  

♦ “You have a wonderful skill in  bringing out 
the best in those you work with”  

♦ I find it really exciting when I see people 
having a ‘light bulb’ moment during a 
training session or discussion 

♦ It’s very important to me to be prepared for 
the session and I always need to have a 
structure planned, even if it’s only bullet 
points. 

♦ However, it’s also important to me to feel 
where things are at with a group on the day 
and to be flexible with how closely I stick to 
the plan. If I am very confident with my 
subject, I can do this very well. If it’s  

       something new to me, I tend to stick to the       
 plan! 

♦ Being ready when people arrive -  
 furniture moves, laptop and projector, etc.  
      I don’t like being mid organising when  
      people arrive as it can make me feel ill  
      prepared and I think it can look  
      Unprofessional and unwelcoming. 

♦ If I am co - training, it’s very important to 
me to feel that I have a rapport with the 
other person and that we look like a  

       cohesive team. This means delivering the    
       same key messages and appearing to move  
       smoothly from one trainer or activity to   
       the next. 

♦ I think it’s really important to encourage a 
group to listen to each other and give them 
time to think and reflect. I don’t give people 
all the ‘answers’ all at once. 

♦ Offer to help me set up the room and IT equipment. 
       Better still, offer to do it for me! 

♦ Please prepare anything we have agreed  beforehand 
- if you can’t do so, let me know with  as much  

       notice as possible 

♦ If we are co-training, make time to meet or talk to 
me about what we’re going to do, even if it’s only for 
5 mins to make sure we’re both ok about the session. 

♦ I have terrible ‘doctors’ handwriting’, so it’s always 
better for someone else to write on the flipchart! 

♦ If you’re not sure about what I’m doing in a session, 
please check with me in a break, try not to do it in 
front of the group. Trust that I usually have a plan, 
or can at least correct my mistakes! 

♦ Trust me if I suggest off the cuff that  we do  
       something else other than what we’ve pre-planned;   
       I’m usually quite good at reading a group.  

♦ Check with me in each break that we’re agreed about 
what to do in the next section.  

♦ I occasionally allow too much time for things in the 
morning and not enough for the afternoons! Help 
me by keeping track of the time and key content. 

♦ I’m fine with small talk in breaks, but mid  
       session I like to keep people focussed on the topic.   
       Please help me gently redirect people back to the 
 topic when needed. 

♦ Where possible, please spend 10 mins alone with me 
after the session so we can both debrief and plan 
any follow up needed. 
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